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The Ka¨hler metric of a blow-up
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Steklov Mathematical Institute of Russ. Acad. Sci., Gubkina str. 8, 119991 Moscow, Russia
Abstract. After a review of the general properties of holomorphic spheres in complex
surfaces we describe the local geometry in the vicinity of a CP1 embedded with a negative
normal bundle. As a by-product, we build (asymptotically locally hyperbolic) Ka¨hler-
Einstein metrics on the total spaces of the line bundles Op´mq, m ě 3 over CP1. We
check that the behavior of the Ka¨hler potential is compatible with the Chern-Weil formulas
for the Euler characteristic and signature. We also describe two supersymmetric setups
where relevant constructions arise.
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1. Introduction
This paper grew out of the author’s desire to understand certain aspects of the physics of
branes placed at singularities of Calabi-Yau varieties. The presentation below, however,
will not be in the framework of brane geometry1, and we will rather concentrate on the
intrinsic properties of holomorphic spheres in complex surfaces.
To set up the notations we recall that a complex surface X is an algebraic variety of
complex dimension two: dimCX “ 2, and hence of real dimension four. In a local patch
we can therefore choose two complex coordinates, z1 and z2. A holomorphic sphere in a
complex surface is a copy of CP1 embedded in X holomorphically. In what follows we
will often refer to these as just ‘spheres’.
In the present paper we will attempt to look at the geometric situation of interest from
two points of view: the one of algebraic geometry and the one of differential geometry.
We will make an important assumption about the symmetry group of X , namely, from
the differential geometric point of view, we will require that the metric on X has Up2q as
the group of isometries. On the algebraic side this translates into the statement that the
automorphism group of X includes GLp2,Cq. It is a restrictive requirement, and it will
allow to reduce all partial differential equations to ordinary ones and therefore to simplify
the problem tremendously. Due to the Up2q invariance it will be convenient to introduce
the combination
x :“ |z1|2 ` |z2|2 (1)
˚Emails: dbykov@nordita.org, dbykov@mi.ras.ru
1Except in § 3.8
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of the local coordinates pz1, z2q.
The main result of the present paper is that in the Up2q-invariant case the Ka¨hler
potential in the vicinity of a CP1 embedded with normal bundle Op´mq looks as follows:
K “ a log x` b xm ` . . . for xÑ 0 , (2)
where a, b ą 0. In this formula we imagine that the CP1 is glued in at the origin, i.e.
at x “ 0. Intuitively, this is a very clear formula. Indeed, if we drop all corrections to
the leading log x term, then we obtain a Ka¨hler potential on CP1, which, in particular,
means that it would lead to a degenerate metric on the surface X . Hence, the role of the
correction term xm is that it lifts the degeneracy of the metric in the directions ‘normal’
to the glued-in copy of CP1.
The motivation for conjecturing (2) comes from two main examples, in which we
consider holomorphic spheres in the following surfaces:
m “ 1 : del Pezzo surface of rank 1 (3)
m “ 2 : Eguchi-Hanson space, i.e. resolution of xy “ z2 , or C2{Z2 (4)
There is a tight connection between these two surfaces — both of them can be thought of
as ‘blow-ups’ (hence the title of the paper). Indeed, dP1 is the blow-up of CP
2 in a single
smooth point, whereas the resolution of the singularity of xy “ z2 at x “ y “ z “ 0 is a
blow-up of this surface at the singular point — the origin. As we have just announced,
despite this superficial similarity, the normal bundles to the corresponding CP1’s which
arise as the exceptional divisors of the blow-ups in the two cases are different.
The vicinity of a CP1 embedded with normal bundle Op´mq looks like the total space
of this line bundle — we call this space Ym. It is tempting to try to build a metric on
Ym, which by definition should exhibit the characteristic behavior (2) at xÑ 0. We find
that for m ě 3 it is possible to build a Ka¨hler-Einstein metric on Ym rather explicitly. It
turns out that it is the Lobachevsky space (i.e. a unit ball in C2) with a ‘glued in’ copy
of CP1. Near the boundary of the ball the metric becomes the one of constant negative
curvature, i.e. the Lobachevsky metric.
If one analyzes solely the vicinity of the blow-up, a priori there is no restriction on
m, apart from positivity: m ą 0. However, using Chern-Weil theory, we show that for
generic m the Euler characteristic and/or signature of the corresponding surface turns
out to be non-integer, which cannot be the case for a smooth manifold. Restricting only
to integer topological data leads to the quantization of m and to the condition m ě 2.
For m ě 2 it also requires that we identify the points pz1, z2q „ e 2piim pz1, z2q, which in
particular implies that the boundary has to be the lens space S3{Zm rather than simply
a sphere S3.
The paper has the following structure:
• § 1.1. We review the connection between deformation properties of holomorphic
spheres and their normal bundles.
• Section 2. We discuss the relation between the self-intersection number C.C of a
sphere C “ CP1 Ă X and its normal bundle.
• Section 3. We present the two main examples — two surfaces — that motivate
the subsequent discussion of the Ka¨hler potential in the vicinity of a holomorphic
sphere CP1 Ă X .
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• § 3.1. We introduce our first example — dP1 — the del Pezzo surface of rank 1.
• § 3.2. In a supersymmetric setup we introduce the Ka¨hler quotient construction.
• § 3.3. We describe the Ka¨hler quotient directly, from a mathematical standpoint.
• § 3.4. Using the Ka¨hler quotient, we build a metric on dP1.
• § 3.5. Our second example is a surface that arises after the resolution of an A1-
singularity. We discuss the ideas that underlie the resolution of An singularities and
provide two examples:
– § 3.5.1: A1 (which we use in what follows). We discuss how the self-intersection
number C.C, which was previously introduced geometrically as the degree of
the normal bundle to C, can be computed purely by algebraic means.
– § 3.5.2: A2 (which is of a more illustrative nature): generalizes the previous
discussion of A1.
• § 3.6. The surface obtained by resolving the A1 singularity may be seen as the total
space of the canonical bundle Op´2q over CP1. Here we review the Eguchi-Hanson
metric — the Ricci-flat metric on the total space of Op´2q.
• § 3.7. Using the hyper-Ka¨hler property of the Eguchi-Hanson space, we rewrite this
metric in the form of a hyper-Ka¨hler quotient.
• § 3.8. We review how an identical quotient arises in a supersymmetric N “ p1, 0q
theory in six dimensions from field-theoretic considerations.
• Section 4. We review the main topological characteristics of 4-manifolds.
• § 4.1. We introduce the Chern-Weil formulas that allow to calculate the topological
numbers from the Ka¨hler potential.
• Section 5. We show that there exist Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics on the total spaces of
Op´mq bundles over CP1 for m ě 3, of negative curvature. The latter metrics are
built explicitly. The topology of the underlying surfaces is studied.
• Appendix A. We derive a relation between the Ka¨hler potential and the moment
map, that is used in Section 3.2.
• Appendix B. We derive the Ka¨hler potential on a Ka¨hler quotient variety in terms
of the original Ka¨hler potential by an explicit calculation.
• Appendix C. We derive the ‘Chern-Simons’-type boundary correction to the Chern-
Weil formulas.
• Appendix D. We write out explicitly the expression for the line element arising
from a Up2q-invariant Ka¨hler potential, that depends only on x.
§ 1.1. Spheres with a positive normal bundle: deformation
We are used to the fact that there are infinitely many lines in a plane. Moreover, all of
them may be obtained from a single line by deformation, i.e. a motion. CP2 “ C2ŤCP1
is a compactification of the plane. In such a compactification a line in C2 is promoted to
a holomorphic sphere CP1. There are situations when the question about the number of
CP
1’s in a given algebraic variety is not void of meaning. Clearly, this can only be the
case if a given sphere cannot be continuously moved around. A sufficient condition for
this is that its normal bundle is negative, meaning that it is isomorphic to Op´mq for
m ą 0. Indeed, for a sphere to have a continuous deformation its normal bundle should
have holomorphic sections. This is only the case for a positive (or a trivial) normal bundle.
Let us elaborate on the above requirement. Suppose for simplicity that X is given by a
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Figure 1: Lines embedded with nonnegative normal bundle:
(1) CP1 Ă CP2 (2) CP1 Ă CP1 ˆ CP1.
single homogeneous polynomial equation
F pY1 : Y2 : Y3 : Y4q “ 0 Ă CP3 (5)
The statement that there is a sphere in X means that there is a map from CP1 with
homogeneous coordinates pu1 : u2q to CP3 with coordinates pY1 : Y2 : Y3 : Y4q, such that
Yi are homogeneous functions of ua, and the polynomial F is zero on the image of this
map. If the line can be deformed, i.e. there is a continuous family of such lines, then
the functions Yipuaq depend on some extra parameter t, which labels the lines inside the
family. If t “ 0 corresponds to the original line L Ă X , BBt
ˇˇ
t“0 is the normal vector field
to L in X : B
Bt | t“0 “
BYi
Bt | t“0
B
BYi |L (6)
Clearly, we assume that BYiBt is not identically proportional to the tangent vector field(s)BYi
Bua (which means it is a genuine normal vector field). At the points (if any) where
B
Bt 9 BBua
the normal vector field effectively has a zero.
Examples with nonnegative normal bundles (see Fig. 1):
(1) CP1 inside CP2. Let pz1 : z2 : z3q be the homogeneous coordinates on CP2.
Then we assume that L “ CP1 is embedded by means of the equation z3 “ 0. At L the
holomorphic tangent bundle to CP2 splits as TCP2
ˇˇ
L
“ TL‘NL. Taking the determinant,
we obtain Op3q “ Op2q b NL. This imples NL “ Op1q.
(2) CP1 inside CP1ˆCP1, embedded as z P tL “ CP1u Ñ pz, pq P CP1ˆCP1, where
p is a (chosen) point on the second CP1. Clearly, the fiber of the normal bundle to L is
isomorphic to the tangent space to the second CP1 at the point p, which is the same for
any z P L. Hence NL “ Lˆ C is a trivial bundle.
2. The normal bundle and self-intersection
The goal of this paragraph is to introduce a useful relation between the self-intersection
number C.C of a curve C Ă X and the normal bundle to the curve, i.e. the topological
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characteristic of how it is embedded in X .
Let us consider the simplest type of surface singularity, namely the An family, which
is given by the following equation:
xy “ zn`1 (7)
First of all, we focus on the case n “ 1, and we wish to show that xy “ z2 describes the
singularity of an affine cone over CP1 with respect to its anticanonical embedding. We
choose the homogeneous coordinates pz1 : z2q on CP1. Since the anticanonical line bundle
over CP1 is Op2q, we can choose a linear basis in the space of its sections (the so-called
‘linear system of divisors’) as x “ z21 , y “ z22 , z “ z1z2. It is obvious that these variables
satisfy (7) with n “ 1. So far, since we are viewing px, y, zq as projective coordinates,
what we have constructed is simply the Veronese embedding of CP1 into CP2. Building
an affine cone over this embedding corresponds to forgetting the projective identification
of px, y, zq, i.e. regarding them as affine variables — then we obtain the equation of an
A1 singularity in C
3.
In general, it is known that the resolution pattern for an An-singularity produces
several spheres, intersecting at points according to the Dynkin diagram of An, i.e. forming
a chain. We discuss it in more detail on the example of an A2 singularity in § 3.5.2.
Singularities of the type (7) are particular examples of the so called du Val singularities.
The characteristic property of du Val singularities is that blowing them up does not affect
the canonical class of the variety [1]. The algebraic reason for this is that the copies
of CP1 that we glue in during the blow-up process are the so-called p´2q-curves, which
means that they have self-intersection number ´2. In fact, in algebraic geometry there
is the following important formula that relates the genus of a smooth curve C Ă X in
a surface X to the intersection numbers of the corresponding divisor, which we will also
call C, and the canonical class K of the surface2:
gC “ C.pC `Kq
2
` 1 (8)
In particular, we see that ifX is Calabi-Yau, i.e. when K “ 0, curves with self-intersection
´2 have genus zero, hence they are spheres (gC “ 0).
A del Pezzo surface, by definition, is a surface with ample anticanonical class, which
is usually expressed as ´K ą 0. In the opposite situation, a surface of general type
has ample canonical class, i.e. K ą 0. From the so-called Nakai-Moishezon criterion of
ampleness it follows that an ample line bundle (or divisor) L has a positive intersection
with any curve C in X , i.e. C.L ą 0. Hence for the del Pezzo surface we obtain C.K ă 0
and for a surface of general type we get C.K ą 0. It is now easy to relate these definitions
to the geometric properties of the surface, such as its curvature. Indeed, it is well-known
that if Rij¯ is the Ricci tensor, the 2-form of type (1,1)
i
2pi
Rij¯dz
i^dz¯j is closed and belongs
to the (integral) cohomology class of c1pXq “ ´c1pKq. If ωC is the 2-form Poincare dual
to C, the intersection C.K may be interpreted in differential geometry as the integral3
C.K “
ż
X
ωC ^ c1pKq “
ż
C
c1pKq “ ´1
2π
ż
C
Rij¯ i dz
i ^ dz¯j (9)
2For two complex curves L1,L2 Ă X we will denote by L1.L2 their intersection number.
3For a more elaborate discussion of the intersection form see Section 3.5.
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It follows that C.K ă 0 means that the Ricci tensor is on average positive on every complex
curve C Ă X , whereas C.K ą 0 means that it is negative on every complex curve C Ă X .
Hence one can say that the del Pezzo surfaces are of ‘positive curvature’ and the surfaces
of general type are of ‘negative curvature’.
The fact that will be important for what follows is that, if C.K ą 0, the formula (8)
above implies for a genus-zero curve C.C ă ´2, whereas for C.K ă 0 it implies C.C ą ´2.
In other words, in a positively curved surface the self-intersection number of a holomorphic
sphere CP1 is larger than ´2, whereas in a negatively curved surface it is smaller than
´2.
(8) is a neat algebraic formula, but it does not provide an intuitive understanding of
what is actually going on. What does provide such an intuition is the differential-geometric
approach to the same issue. In fact, intersection theory tells us that the self-intersection
number C.C is the degree of the normal bundle NC{X to C in X , or in other words the
integral of the first Chern class over C:
C.C “
ż
C
c1pNC{Xq (10)
Any line bundle over CP1 is a power of the Hopf bundle, i.e. Opmq for some integer m,
therefore if NC{X “ Op´mq, then C.C “ ´m. In particular, the p´2q-curves are embedded
with the normal bundle Op´2q. On the other hand, Op´2q is the canonical bundle of
CP
1, so the neighborhood of C in X looks like the total space of the canonical bundle KC.
Clearly, it is a non-compact Calabi-Yau manifold (see also § 3.6). Moreover, an explicit
metric on this non-compact Calabi-Yau is known — it is the Eguchi-Hanson metric, which
we will discuss below in Sections 3.6, 3.7.
Comment. The differential-geometric approach to the intersection indices that we
have just described allows to interpret the formula (8) as expressing the genus of a curve
C Ă X in terms of the degree of the normal bundle to C and the average Ricci curvature
of C. 
The fact that the Ricci form representing the canonical class of this ‘glued-in’ manifold
is zero explains the fact that blowing-up of the du Val singularities does not affect the
canonical class of the ambient variety. There is yet another, perhaps simpler, way to
understand this. All du Val singularities correspond to orbifolds C2{Γ, where Γ Ă SUp2q
is a finite subgroup. The important fact here is that Γ is a finite subgroup of SUp2q, rather
than Up2q. The point is that, as is well-known, the fact that the manifold is Calabi-Yau
means that there exists a nowhere vanishing holomorphic (hence nonsingular) volume
form. Of course, on C2 with coordinates pz1, z2q such a form is just Ω “ dz1 ^ dz2.
For this form to descend to the quotient C2{Γ any transformation g P Γ should have
determinant 1: det g “ 1, since under the action of g : ΩÑ det g ¨ Ω.
An singularities of the type (7) correspond to the case when Γ “ Zn`1 is a cyclic group
of order n` 1, generated by g “
ˆ
e
2pii
n`1 0
0 e´
2pii
n`1
˙
. Indeed, the basic invariants of this action
are x “ zn`11 , y “ zn`12 , z “ z1z2, and they are related by the equation (7).
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3. The surfaces
The surfaces that will serve as the testing ground for the conjecture (2) are the del Pezzo
surface of rank 1, termed dP1 (for the Op´1q case), and the resolved A1-singularity (for
the Op´2q case). In both cases, in order to construct the metric on these surfaces, we
will use the symplectic quotient construction, the difference being that in the dP1 case
we will use the Ka¨hler quotient, and in the A1-case we will use the hyper-Ka¨hler quotient
(as the resolved manifold turns out to be hyper-Ka¨hler). Since the hyper-Ka¨hler quotient
is in a sense a specialization of the Ka¨hler quotient, we will start with the dP1 case in
Section 3.1 and then turn to the A1 case in Section 3.5.
§ 3.1. The del Pezzo surface of rank 1: dP1
Del Pezzo surfaces of various ranks are remarkable objects in their own right, so for general
information about them we refer the reader to [2] and [3].
The del Pezzo surface of rank 1 has degree d “ 9 ´ 1 “ 8. This means it can be
embedded into CP8, and the embedding is given by those sections of OCP2p3q which
vanish at a given point on CP2, for example at pz1 : z2 : z3q “ p0 : 0 : 1q. We can choose
the following basis for these sections of OCP2p3q:
x1 “ z31 , x2 “ z21z2, x3 “ z21z3, x4 “ z1z22 , x5 “ z1z23 , (11)
x6 “ z1z2z3, x7 “ z22z3, x8 “ z2z23 , x9 “ z32
These are all possible cubic monomials in 3 variables with z33 omitted, since it is the
only one that does not vanish at the prescribed point. If we now regard px1, . . . , x9q
as homogeneous coordinates on the projective space CP8, then the above formulas (11)
provide the embedding. The variables x1 . . . x9 are not independent however, as they
satisfy a wealth of algebraic equations. How do we find these equations? First of all, let
us form a 3 ˆ 9 matrix of exponents m “ pm1i, m2i, m3iq : xi “ zm1i1 zm2i2 zm3i3 . It is clear
that in order to have an equation
9ź
k“1
x
βk
k “ 1 ñ
9ÿ
i“1
βimαi “ 0 (12)
In other words, if we regard m as a map m : C9 Ñ C3, then β P Kerpmq. In the present
case the matrix m and its kernel have the following form:
m “
¨
˝ 3 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 00 1 0 2 0 1 2 1 3
0 0 1 0 2 1 1 2 0
˛
‚, Kerm “
¨˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
2 ´3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2 ´1 ´2 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 ´2 ´1 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 ´1 ´1 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 ´2 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 ´2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚
T
(13)
As a result, we observe that the variables xi satisfy the following 6 equations:
x21x9 “ x32, x21x8 “ x2x23, x21x7 “ x22x3
x1x6 “ x2x3, x1x5 “ x23, x1x4 “ x22 (14)
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It turns out that there is a different way to arrive at the same set of equations, namely
dP1 may be constructed as a geometric invariant theory (GIT) quotient
dP1 “ C4{pCˆq2 (15)
For simplicity let us first elaborate on a similar construction for the affine cone over dP1.
The affine cone simply means that in the defining equations (14) we should forget about
the projective equivalence relation on the variables xi, i.e. we should think of them as
living in C9 rather than in CP8 4. The affine cone over dP1 may be represented as a GIT
quotient as follows:
ConepdP1q “ C4{Cˆ (16)
The action of Cˆ on C4 can be diagonalized, and in this case it is given by a ‘charge
vector’ q “ pq1, . . . , q4q, so that Cˆ acts on C4 as follows:
C
ˆ
ö C
4 : pz1, z2, z3, z4q Ñ pλq1z1, λq2z2, λq3z3, λq4z4q (17)
There exists a general procedure that allows to find the charge vector(s) given a set of
monomial equations, like the one in (14), however not to overload the exposition we will
simply provide the relevant charge vector and then check that it gives rise to the correct
set of equations. We claim that the charge vector in the case of dP1 is
q “ p´2,´2, 1, 3q (18)
Hence the above procedure is telling us that the affine cone over dP1 can be obtained as
a GIT quotient
ConepdP1q “ C4{Cˆ, (19)
where the action of Cˆ is given by
pz1, z2, z3, z4q Ñ pλ´2z1, λ´2z2, λ z3, λ3z4q (20)
Now that we know the transformation property of the zi’s it is easy to check the above
statement directly. Indeed, construct the complete set of independent invariants
x˜1 “ z31z24 , x˜2 “ z21z2z24 , x˜3 “ z21z3z4, x˜4 “ z1z22z24 (21)
x˜5 “ z1z23 , x˜6 “ z1z2z3z4, x˜7 “ z22z3z4, x˜8 “ z2z23 , x˜9 “ z32z24
It is easy to see that the variables x˜i, evaluated at z4 “ 1, precisely coincide with the
xi coordinates (11) of the del Pezzo surface. In particular, they satisfy the same system
of equations (14). We can say that the xi are the x˜i in a particular C
ˆ-gauge. In order
to pass from ConepdP1q back to dP1 itself we should restore the projective equivalence
relation on the coordinates xi, which, from the point of view of the variables za, implies
that we should take a further quotient by Cˆ. The charge vector for this action of the
second Cˆ is described in § 3.4.
We will use the above quotient representation in Section 3.4 to construct a metric on
the surface dP1. In particular, we will see what the blow-up of a point means from a
differential-geometric point of view.
4Note that, in general, the affine cone ConepXq depends on the embedding of X in some projective
space.
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§ 3.2. The SUSY σ-model setup of the Ka¨hler quotient
Most of the information on the Ka¨hler and hyper-Ka¨hler quotient that we review and use
here is contained in the paper [4].
The simplest and most vivid example of Ka¨hler quotient is CN`1{{Up1q “ CPN . In
the form, which is morally equivalent to the one discussed here, it was already used in [5].
Let us discuss this simplest example for a while.
The Lagrangian for the bosonic CPN σ-model has the form:
L “
N`1ÿ
I“1
Dαz
I Dαz¯
I , where Dαz
I :“ BαzI ´ iAαzI (22)
In this formula the variables zI , z¯I are confined to the sphere S2N`1 :
N`1ř
J“1
|zJ |2 “ 1.
Besides, Aα is an auxiliary gauge field — it does not have a kinetic term, therefore it
can be eliminated in an algebraic way, leading to the canonical Fubini-Study form of
the Lagrangian. The introduction of this gauge field models the symplectic quotient
µ´1p0q{Up1q, where µpz, z¯q :“
N`1ř
J“1
|zJ |2 ´ 1 is the moment map for the action of Up1q on
C
N`1.
On the other hand, the situation of interest to us is when µ´1p0q{Up1q is not just a
symplectic quotient, but rather a Ka¨hler quotient. Therefore it would be desirable to
work with a Ka¨hler potential instead of the symplectic (Ka¨hler) form. Such opportunity
is precisely provided by the supersymmetric approach, due to the fact that, quite gener-
ally, the Lagrangian of a supersymmetric σ-model with Ka¨hler potential KpZ, Z¯q can be
written in N “ 2 (2D) superspace in a very compact form:
L “
ż
d2θ d2θ¯ KpZ, Z¯q, (23)
where Z and Z¯ are now chiral superfields, representing the complex coordinates on the
target space X . Since we have assumed that X “ Y {{Up1q, we wish to write the La-
grangian using the Ka¨hler potential K˜pZ˜, ¯˜Zq on Y and introducing an auxiliary Up1q
gauge field. Suppose for simplicity that Up1q acts linearly on the coordinates Z˜, ¯˜Z. In
this case we introduce a gauge superfield V , in terms of which the Lagrangian has the
form [6]
L
1 “
ż
d2θ d2θ¯
´
K˜peV ¯˜Z, eV Z˜q ` 2rV
¯
(24)
The second term is the Fayet-Iliopoulos term (r is a real constant). Indeed, the integralş
d2θ d2θ¯ V picks out the top component of V , i.e. the coefficient function in front of
θ1 θ¯1 θ2 θ¯2, which is the auxiliary field D. The passage from (24) back to (23) amounts to
extremizing L1 with respect to the vector field V — the value at the extremum is exactly
L. Suppose v “ vh ` vah is the vector field describing the original Up1q action on Y , and
vh, vah are respectively the holomorphic and antiholomorphic components. Then, if J is
the complex structure on Y , J v “ ipvh´ vahq. The important point is that differentiation
with respect to V amounts to taking the derivative along Jv, i.e.
B
BV K˜pe
V ¯˜Z, eV Z˜q “ ∇Jv K˜p ¯˜Z, Z˜q
ˇˇ
pZ˜, ¯˜ZqÑpeV Z˜,eV ¯˜Zq (25)
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In Appendix A we show that the Ka¨hler potential is related to the moment map for the
action of Up1q by 1
2
∇I vK˜ “ µ ´ r, where r is some constant. This constant is precisely
provided by the Fayet-Iliopoulos term, so that the extremization of (24) gives:
1
2
B
BV K˜pe
V ¯˜Z, eV Z˜q ` r “ µpeV ¯˜Z, eV Z˜q “ 0 (26)
One needs to solve this equation for V and then substitute it back into (24).
Using the supersymmetric language that we have just discussed, many Ka¨hler metrics5
on cotangent bundles to symmetric spaces were constructed in [7].
§ 3.3. The Ka¨hler quotient in mathematical language
In this paragraph we will discuss the mathematical theory of how to obtain the Ka¨hler
potential K˜ on the quotient M{{G in terms of the Ka¨hler potential K on the original
manifoldM. The corresponding ideas are outlined in [4], so here we will state the results,
and a direct derivation is provided in Appendix B. As is shown in Appendix A, the Ka¨hler
potential invariant under a group G is related to the moment map µ as
µa “ 1
2
∇JVaK ` ra, (27)
where ra are constants and Va is the vector field corresponding to Lie algebra element a. In
fact, for simplicity we will assume that G “ Up1qn, so the index a runs from 1 to n. Now,
suppose we are given an arbitrary point p PM. We can set up the flow equations along
the force lines of the vector fields JVa. To do this, first of all let us introduce explicitly a
set of complex coordinates zi on M. With respect to these coordinates we can split the
vector fields Va in two pieces — the holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts:
Va “ va ` v¯a (28)
The complex structure J acts on this vector field as follows:
JVa “ i pva ´ v¯aq (29)
We assume that the point p itself has complex coordinates w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wN . So we write down
the flow equations in holomorphic terms:
Bzi
Bta “ i v
i
a,
Bz¯i
Bta “ ´i v¯
i
a, a “ 1 . . . n (30)
The initial data is that the trajectory starts at p, i.e. zip0q “ wi, z¯ip0q “ w¯i. Next
we note that at some point in time ta “ τa every such trajectory zptq will intersect the
surface µ´1p0q. In other words, we define τa by the equation
µapzipτq, z¯ipτqq “ 0 (31)
Hence effectively we have defined a projection
π :
`
w1, w¯1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wN , w¯N˘Ñ `z1pτq, z¯1pτq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zN pτq, z¯N pτq˘ (32)
5In fact, most of these metrics are hyper-Ka¨hler, but this is not important for us here.
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or, more conceptually,
π :MÑ µ´1p0q (33)
Now that we have all the necessary definitions, we can write out the Ka¨hler potential
K on the quotient M{{G. More precisely, we will regard K as a G-invariant function
on µ´1p0q, which therefore descends to the quotient. The advantage of viewing it as a
function on µ´1p0q is that we can take a further pull-back to M under π, i.e. π˚pKq, to
obtain:
π˚pKq “ K˜pzpw, τq, z¯pw¯, τqq ` 2
nÿ
a“1
ra τapw, w¯q (34)
§ 3.4. The Ka¨hler quotient for the rank 1 del Pezzo surface
We have seen above that the cone over a del Pezzo surface dP1 can be obtained as a
Ka¨hler quotient ConepdP1q “ C4{Cˆ, where the action of Cˆ is given by
pCˆq1 : pz1, z2, z3, z4q Ñ pλ´2z1, λ´2z2, λ z3, λ3z4q (35)
We are interested in the surface itself, rather than a cone over it, so we would like to take
a further quotient by yet another Cˆ that should play a role of ‘projectivization’ of the
equations (14). We claim that the action of the extra pCˆq2 should take the form
pCˆq2 : pz1, z2, z3, z4q Ñ pηz1, ηz2, ηz3, z4q (36)
The reason for such choice is that in the pCˆq1-‘gauge’ z4 “ 1 the action of pCˆq2 is
precisely the projective action on z1, z2, z3. The moment maps for these two actions are
µ1 “ |z3|2 ´ 2p|z1|2 ` |z2|2q ` 3|z4|2 (37)
µ2 “ |z1|2 ` |z2|2 ` |z3|2 (38)
The procedure explained in the previous Section tells us that we ought to solve the
following system of equations for pλ, ηq:
η
`
λ |z3|2 ´ 2 |z1|
2 ` |z2|2
λ2
˘` 3λ3 |z4|2 “ r1 (39)
η
`
λ|z3|2 ` |z1|
2 ` |z2|2
λ2
˘ “ r2
To make the connection with the supersymmetric description of paragraph 3.2 one should
think of λ as eV1 and η as eV2 .
Once we find pλ, ηq, the Ka¨hler potential for the quotient metric can be deduced:
K “ η `λ|z3|2 ` |z1|2 ` |z2|2
λ2
˘` λ3 |z4|2 ´ r1 log λ´ r2 log η (40)
If z3 ‰ 0 and z4 ‰ 0, we may choose a complete gauge z3 “ z4 “ 1. Then it is clear from
the above expressions that K only depends on |z1|2 ` |z2|2 :“ x, which is a manifestation
of the Up2q-symmetry of dP1. Using (39), one can simplify the expression for the Ka¨hler
potential, which (upon dropping an inessential constant) looks as follows:
K “ λ3 ´ r1 log λ´ r2 log η (41)
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Using this explicit expression for the metric, we can deduce complete information about
the Betti numbers of the surface (see Section 4 below).
Comment. We will only consider the case r1 ă r2, since this is the situation when
there is a blown-up sphere at the origin. At r1 “ r2 the surface undergoes a topology
change (the blow-down), so that for r1 ą r2 the sphere at the origin disappears. 
Observation 1. Expanding the Ka¨hler potential (41) in the vicinity of the blown-up
CP
1 (i.e. for xÑ 0) with normal bundle Op´1q we obtain:
K “ a1 logpxq ` b1 x` . . . , a1, b1 ą 0 (42)
Here a1 is the Ka¨hler modulus (radius squared) of the glued-in CP
1, and b1 is an inessential
constant that can be removed by a rescaling of x.
Despite the fact that the Ka¨hler potential (41) itself is not particularly distinguished
— there may be many other Ka¨hler metrics on the same surface, — it is a plausible
assumption that the behavior at xÑ 0 is universal. The results presented further in the
paper support this conclusion.
§ 3.5. Resolved ADE singularities
In this Section we will discuss the algebraic side of the resolution of the An-singularity
(7). Strictly speaking, for our discussion we only need to consider n “ 1, in which case
the resolved variety contains a CP1 with self-intersection number ´2. However, in order
to elucidate the algebraic side of the idea of self-intersection we also consider the case
n “ 2 (higher-n cases are not conceptually different). The resolution of ADE surface
singularities is covered in the literature; we can recommend [8], for instance.
§§ 3.5.1. The A1 singularity.
The A1 singularity is defined by an equation of the following form
6:
X1 :“ t x2 ` y2 ` z2 “ 0, where px, y, zq P C3 u (43)
The l.h.s. of the equation vanishes together with its first derivatives at the origin, therefore
the origin is a singular point. The blow-up corresponds to the following set of equations
in C3 ˆ CP2:
xv “ yu, xw “ zu, yw “ zv, (44)
where pu : v : wq is a set of homogeneous coordinates on a new CP2. Intuitively these
equations mean that the vector pu, v, wq is proportional to the vector px, y, zq, if the latter
is nonzero. However, the variables pu, v, wq live in projective space, hence they only
capture the angular direction of the vector px, y, zq and not its modulus. Therefore the
singularity is ‘resolved’ in the following fashion: by means of (44) we keep track of its fine
6It can be cast in the form (7), n “ 1, by an obvious linear change of variables.
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structure — now the angle at which we approach the singular point is taken into account.
More exactly, we lift the surface X1 to C
3 ˆ CP2:
X˜1 :“ The closure of
"
x2 ` y2 ` z2 “ 0
xv “ yu, xw “ zu, yw “ zv in C
3{t0u ˆ CP2
*
(45)
Let us say a few words about this definition. First of all, the derivatives of the equations
in (45) no longer vanish at the origin, so the singularity is removed. Defining a projection
π : X˜1 Ñ X1 that ‘forgets’ the pu : v : wq coordinates, we find that in this language the
singularity of X1 may be seen as the singularity of the projection map. Secondly, formally
speaking, one solution to the equations in (45) is x “ y “ z “ 0, pu : v : wq arbitrary.
This is a copy of CP2. However, in the definition of X˜1 we do not want to include the
whole of this CP2. We rather wish to include only those points of this CP2 that form the
closure of the rest of the surface as px, y, zq Ñ 0. This is the reason that we first exclude
the point x “ y “ z “ 0 and then add all limiting points π´1pX1{t0uqXCP2 (the closure).
We will now see that these limiting points form a CP1, which is usually referred to as the
exceptional divisor of the blow-up. This is the holomorphic sphere that we are after.
One needs to consider three charts, in which u “ 1, v “ 1 or w “ 1 respectively. The
three cases are analogous and for simplicity we will consider the case u “ 1. Then y “ xv
and z “ xw, so
x2 ` y2 ` z2 “ 0 ñ x2p1` v2 ` w2q “ 0 (46)
If x “ 0, then y “ z “ 0, which leaves the CP2 glued in at the origin. On the other
hand, the equation 1 ` v2 ` w2 “ 0 in the other two charts looks as u2 ` 1 ` w2 “ 0
and u2 ` v2 ` 1 “ 0, so we can restore the homogeneous coordinates and write it as
Σ :“ tu2 ` v2 ` w2 “ 0u. Hence it is a quadric in CP2, and, as such, it is isomorphic to
CP
1 — the isomorphism is given by the Veronese map, described after formula (7). We
wish to show that Σ has self-intersection index ´2.
Calculating the self-intersection number C.C of a curve C Ă X is a rather tricky
enterprise. Indeed, when two submanifolds are distinct and of complementary dimensions,
it is clear what their intersection number means. It is less obvious what it means to
calculate the intersection number of a submanifold with itself. The idea here is that we
should think of the self-intersection in a somewhat homological way. Indeed, suppose
C1, C2 Ă X are two smooth complex curves. Via Poincare duality, we can associate to
them the 2-forms ω1, ω2 P H2pX,Zq, for which the intersection number is the simple
integral C1.C2 :“
ş
X
ω1 ^ ω2. The r.h.s. is well-defined for ω1 “ ω2 :“ ω as well, i.e.
we can define the self-intersection C.C :“ ş
X
ω ^ ω. What this really means is that the
self-intersection is the intersection number of two submanifolds C1 and C2 that are in the
same homology class, but have a transverse intersection7. Analogously to the topological
situation, calculating the self-intersection number C.C algebraically means calculating the
intersection number of C with some C˜ that is ‘in the same class ’ with C. In the context
of homology, ‘in the same class’ means ‘in the same homology class’. In the algebraic
setting, however, ‘in the same class’ means that the divisor should be in the same ‘linear
equivalence class’, that is C˜ “ C `Df , where Df is the divisor of some function f . This
follows from the important theorem that the intersection indices are invariant under the
7‘Transverse’ means that at each intersection point p: TpC1 ‘ TpC2 “ TpX . Clearly, in this case one
can assign a well-defined intersection index at the point p.
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addition of divisors of functions [1], i.e. for any divisor E : E .Df “ 0. The function f
should be chosen in such a way that it has a pole at C, then its divisor includes a term
´C, so that C˜ no longer contains C as its component, and therefore it will be possible to
compute the intersection C˜.C, that is equal to the self-intersection number C.C.
To calculate the self-intersection number Σ.Σ, we choose a function f “ 1
x
and calculate
its divisor. x “ 0 implies either y “ z “ 0, in which case we arrive back at Σ, or u “ 0,
then we have the remaining equations
t y2 ` z2 “ 0, yw “ zv u P C2 ˆ CP1 (47)
The two solutions are y “ ˘iz, p0 : ˘i : 1q P CP2. We call these two affine lines L1, L2.
Hence the divisor of f is
Df “ ´pΣ` L1 ` L2q (48)
and the self-intersection Σ.Σ is
Σ.Σ :“ Σ.`Σ`Df˘ “ ´Σ.L1 ´ Σ.L2 (49)
Since Σ is located at x “ y “ z “ 0, it intersects L1 and L2 at the points y “ z “ 0,
p0 : ˘i : 1q, so Σ.L1 “ Σ.L2 “ 1, therefore
Σ.Σ “ ´2 (50)
§§ 3.5.2. The A2 singularity.
The A2 singularity is defined by an equation of the following form:
x2 ` y2 ` z3 “ 0 (51)
The blow-up is described by the same equations (44) as in the previous example. As before,
we consider three charts covering the CP2 with homogeneous coordinates pu : v : wq.
1. u “ 1 ñ y “ xv, z “ xw. Substituting into (51), we obtain x2p1 ` v2 ` xw3q “ 0,
which implies either x “ y “ z “ 0, pu : v : wq arbitrary, or 1 ` v2 ` xw3 “ 0. In order
to find the closure of this latter surface we simply set x “ 0, obtaining v “ ˘i. Therefore
the image of the exceptional divisor in this coordinate chart consists of two copies of C,
namely p1 : ˘i : wq. We will now see that, in a different chart, corresponding to w Ñ 8,
these two copies of C acquire an additional point, common to both of them, therefore the
exceptional divisor consists, in fact, of two copies of CP1 intersecting (transversely) in
one point.
2. v “ 1 ñ x “ yu, z “ yw. Substituting into (51), we obtain y2p1 ` u2 ` yw3q “ 0,
which implies either x “ y “ z “ 0, pu : v : wq arbitrary, or 1`u2`yw3 “ 0. The closure
of this latter surface consists of two copies of C, once again, with coordinates p˘i : 1 : wq.
Since the coordinates on CP2 may be rescaled by ˘i, these are exactly the same copies
of C as the ones in the u “ 1 chart. So in this chart we have obtained nothing new.
3. w “ 1 ñ y “ zv, x “ zu. Substituting into (51), we obtain z2pv2 ` u2 ` zq “ 0,
which implies either x “ y “ z “ 0, pu : v : wq arbitrary, or v2 ` u2 ` z “ 0. The closure
of the latter surface is given by v “ ˘iu, i.e. in this patch we obtain two copies of C
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Figure 2: The transverse intersection of three lines: Σ`, Σ´ and D3.
given by pu : ˘iu : 1q. These are the same of copies of C that we encountered above, but
viewed in a different coordinate patch. Moreover, in this patch they intersect, at u “ 0,
and the intersection is transverse.
Hence, we have found two copies of CP1, that we will refer to as Σ˘ with the inter-
section Σ`.Σ´ “ 1. Just like in the A1 case above, the most delicate part is to find the
self-intersection number of each of these CP1’s.
In the case at hand we choose an auxiliary function f “ 1
x
. It has a pole wherever x
has a zero. Setting x “ 0 and examining the equations (44), we find two possibilities:
(1) x “ y “ z “ 0, which implies that x has a zero at the exceptional divisor Σ``Σ´
(2) u “ 0 and the closure of t y2`z3 “ 0, yw “ zv u P C2{t0uˆCP1. It is easy to see
that the latter equations define a copy of C. Indeed, set w “ 1, for instance. Substituting
y “ zv into y2 ` z3 “ 0 and assuming z ‰ 0, we obtain z “ ´v2. Taking the closure is
equivalent to setting v “ 0, i.e. including one of the poles of the CP1. The opposite pole,
w “ 0, is not reached, since it corresponds to y, z Ñ 8. Let us denote this copy of C by
D3. Then
Df “ ´Σ` ´ Σ´ ´D3 ñ Σ˜` :“ Σ` `Df “ ´Σ´ ´D3 (52)
As we discussed above, Σ˜` is linearly equivalent to Σ`, therefore
Σ`.Σ` “ Σ`.Σ˜` “ ´Σ`.Σ´ ´ Σ`.D3 (53)
Thus the problem is reduced to the calculation of the intersection of Σ` with distinct
divisors (curves). We have already found that Σ`.Σ´ “ 1. Hence what is left is to
calculate Σ`.D3. The inspection of paragraphs (1., 2., 3.) above, which describe the
exceptional divisor in the three patches, shows that the intersection with D3 occurs in
the 3-rd patch, when w “ 1, u “ v “ 0, i.e. at the point (0 : 0 : 1). At this point D3
intersects both Σ` and Σ´. The intersection is transverse, since in the pu, vq frame the
equations of Σ˘ and D3 are:
Σ˘ : v “ ˘iu, D3 : u “ 0 (54)
Therefore Σ`.D3 “ Σ´.D3 “ Σ`.Σ´ “ 1. From (53) it then follows that Σ`.Σ` “ ´2,
and analogously Σ´.Σ´ “ ´2. The intersection matrix is the Cartan matrix of A2:
Σ˘.Σ˘ “
ˆ´2 1
1 ´2
˙
(55)
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§ 3.6. Op´2q bundle over CP1. The direct construction
As we have discussed, the resolution of an A1 singularity leads to a new variety X˜1 that
has a CP1 glued in at the origin with self-intersection ´2, hence normal bundle Op´2q.
The so-called Eguchi-Hanson ‘gravitational instanton’ is the metric on the total space of
the line bundle Op´2q over CP1, which means it can be thought of as a metric on X˜1, a
noncompact complex surface.
The Eguchi-Hanson metric is the simplest example of Calabi-Yau metric one can obtain
on the total space of the canonical bundle. As the base space we take CP1, therefore the
canonical bundle K “ Op´2q. According to the discussion in § 3.5.1, we are looking for a
Calabi-Yau metric on the affine cone
V “ t x2 ` y2 ` z2 “ 0 u Ă C3 (56)
In this particular case this is not only a Calabi-Yau metric, but also a hyper-Ka¨hler one.
For a manifold of arbitrary dimension this would be a stronger statement, since generally
the holonomy groups are related as Sppnq Ă SUp2nq, however for surfaces this is the same
thing, because Spp1q » SUp2q.
The homogeneous coordinates on CP1 are denoted pz1, z2q. They are in fact sections of
the line bundle Op1q over CP1. Since we are interested in the total space of the canonical
bundle Op´2q, we introduce a coordinate u in the fiber. As usual, CP1 can be covered
by two patches with a complex coordinate z in one of them, z1 in the opposite one and a
holomorphic transition function z1 “ 1
z
in the vicinity of the equator. If u is the coordinate
in the fiber over the first patch and u1 the coordinate in the fiber over the second patch,
they are related as follows:
z1 “ 1
z
, u1 “ 1pz1q2 u (57)
In particular, the 2-form
ω “ dz ^ du “ ´dz1 ^ du1 (58)
is holomorphic and nonzero in both patches, which implies that the canonical bundle is
trivial.
Comment. Below we will also consider the total space of the line bundle Op´mq over
CP
1 for m ě 3. In this case the transition functions are
z1 “ 1
z
, u1 “ 1pz1qm u, (59)
hence the form ωm “ dz ^ du in the opposite patch looks as ωm “ ´pz1qm´2 dz1 ^ du1.
Therefore it has a zero of order m´ 2 at F “ tz1 “ 0, u1 arbitraryu. Hence the canonical
divisor is K “ pm ´ 2q pF q, and the first Chern class is c1pKq “ pm ´ 2qωFS, where ωFS
is the Fubini-Study form on the underlying CP1. 
From (57) it follows that the fiber coordinate u transforms opposite to the quadratic
combinations of the homogeneous coordinates pz1, z2q, i.e. z21 , z22 , z1z2. Therefore the
real combinations of z’s and u which are unchanged are |z1|4 |u|2, |z1z2|2 |u|2, |z2|4 |u|2.
We will restrict ourselves to the metrics with SUp2q isometry, where the SUp2q rotates
pz1, z2q in the standard way, as a doublet. In this case the only possible combination is
p|z1|2 ` |z2|2q2 |u|2. Hence we look for a Ka¨hler potential of the form
K “ K `p|z1|2 ` |z2|2q2 |u|2˘ . (60)
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In this formula K is a function yet to be determined from the condition of Ricci-flatness
of the resulting Ka¨hler metric. In imposing this condition, the important fact which
drastically simplifies the calculations is that for an arbitrary Ka¨hler metric gisj its Ricci
tensor Risj is Hermitian, and is explicitly given by
Risj “ ´BisBj log det }gmsn} (61)
It follows that, in particular, it defines a closed 2-form. If this ought to be zero, det }gmsn}
has to be a product of a holomorphic and an anti-holomorphic function.
We pass to the inhomogeneous coordinates by setting u “ 1. It then follows from (60)
that K is a function of x ” |z1|2 ` |z2|2. The metric then looks as
g “
ˆ
K 1 ` |z1|2K2 z¯2z1K2
z2z¯1K
2 K 1 ` |z2|2K2
˙
(62)
and the Ricci flatness condition det }gmsn} “ |σpzq|2 gives
K 1pK 1xq1 “ |σpzq|2, (63)
which can only hold for |σpzq|2 “ const. “ A˜. In this case
K 1 “ c
?
r2 ` 4x2
x
ñ K “
?
r2 ` 4x2 ` r log
ˆ?
r2 ` 4x2 ´ r
2x
˙
, r ą 0 (64)
where in the last formula we have set the overall scale of the metric equal to one: c “ 1.
This is all one needs to recover the Eguchi-Hanson metric using the formula (62).
§ 3.7. Op´2q bundle over CP1. The hyper-Ka¨hler quotient.
As it follows from § 3.2 and § 3.3 above, a single Ka¨hler quotient X˜ :“ Y {{Up1q is a
complex manifold with dimCX˜ “ dimC Y ´ 1. The hyper-Ka¨hler quotient that we will
denote as X :“ Y {{
H
Up1q produces from a hyper-Ka¨hler manifold Y a new hyper-Ka¨hler
manifold X with dimHX “ dimH Y ´ 1, or in other words dimCX “ dimC Y ´ 2.
The hyper-Ka¨hler quotient is constructed using a triplet of moment maps ~µ, which
are conveniently organized into a real one µR :“ µ3 and a complex one µC :“ µ1 ` iµ2.
Furthermore, µC is not only a complex-valued, but also a holomorphic function on Y .
The simplest asymptotically locally Euclidean (ALE) manifold may be obtained as a
hyper-Ka¨hler quotient of the flat space R8 “ C4 “ H2, whose Ka¨hler potential K0 is a
simple quadratic function
K0 “ |a|2 ` |b|2 ` |c|2 ` |d|2 (65)
The moment maps defining the hyper-Ka¨hler quotient are:
µC “ ad´ bc` ζ (66)
µR “ |a|2 ` |b|2 ´ |c|2 ´ |d|2 ` r (67)
The hyper-Ka¨hler quotient X may be seen as a usual Ka¨hler quotient of the space µ´1
C
p0q,
i.e.
X “ µ´1
C
p0q{{Up1q (68)
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This means that, first of all, we need to restrict K0 to µ
´1
C
p0q, and then carry out the
Ka¨hler quotient construction for the Up1q action pa, b, c, dq Ñ peiθ a, eiθ b, e´iθ c, e´iθ dq.
As a result we obtain the Ka¨hler potential on X
KX “ λ
`|a|2 ` |b|2˘` 1
λ
`|c|2 ` |d|2˘` r log λ, (69)
where λ is found from the equation
µRpλa, λb, λ´1c, λ´1dq “ λ
`|a|2 ` |b|2˘´ 1
λ
`|c|2 ` |d|2˘` r “ 0 (70)
The Eguchi-Hanson space is obtained for ζ “ 0. In this case µC “ ad´bc “ 0 can be solved
as d “ ξ b, c “ ξ a, where ξ is a new complex coordinate. One then finds that the Ka¨hler
potential KX is a function of |ξ|2
`|a|2`|b|2˘2 (up to an addition of an inessential r
2
logpξξ¯q)
and, as such, is degenerate under the transformation ξ Ñ κ2ξ, a Ñ κ´1ξ, b Ñ κ´1ξ. We
can remove this degeneracy by imposing a ‘gauge’ ξ “ 1. Denoting x :“ |a|2 ` |b|2 and
rescaling λ Ñ λ
x
we can rewrite the Ka¨hler potential (69) and the equation (70) in the
following form:
KX “ λ` x
2
λ
` r log λ
x
, where λ satisfies (71)
λ´ x
2
λ
` r “ 0 (72)
Solving for λ and substituting into the expression for the Ka¨hler potential we find that it is
exactly the same as (64) obtained above by direct solution of the Ricci-flatness equation.
Observation 2. Expanding the Ka¨hler potential (64) in the vicinity of the blown-up
CP
1 (i.e. for xÑ 0) with normal bundle Op´2q we obtain:
K “ a2 logpxq ` b2 x2 ` . . . , a2, b2 ą 0 (73)
Here, just like in Observation 1, a2 is a Ka¨hler modulus of the glued-in sphere, and b2
is an inessential constant (the only important fact is that it is positive).
Comparing Observation 1 to Observation 2, we arrive at a natural conjecture that,
in the Up2q-invariant case, if a CP1 is embedded in a complex surface X with normal
bundle Op´mq, then the local behavior of the Ka¨hler potential near the CP1 (x Ñ 0) is
as follows:
K “ am logpxq ` bm xm ` . . . , am, bm ą 0 (74)
If a CP1 is embedded in X with normal bundle Op´mq, then its neighborhood looks
as the total space of the bundle Op´mq. In Section 5 we will see that it is possible to build
negatively curved Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics on these spaces for m ě 3. These solutions will
therefore be generalizations of the Eguchi-Hanson metric, which corresponds to m “ 2.
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§ 3.8. The supersymmetric setup in 6D
In Section 3.2 we already mentioned that the Ka¨hler quotient is naturally ‘built-in’ certain
supersymmetric σ-model constructions. In principle, in a similar way the hyper-Ka¨hler
quotient can be obtained from an analogous 2D σ-model with N “ p4, 4q supersymmetry.
However, there is yet another realm in the supersymmetric domain where the hyper-Ka¨hler
quotient appears. This is on the so-called Higgs branch of 4D N “ 2 theories or, in a
slightly simpler way, in N “ p1, 0q theories in 6D. This other realm has a direct physics
interpretation, namely the corresponding supersymmetric theory arises as an effective
theory for the fluctuations of a six-simensional D-brane located at an ADE-singularity of
a transverse K3-surface (Calabi-Yau space) [9].
The notation N “ p1, 0q refers to the fact that the supercharge QaA is a symplectic-
Majorana spinor (we are talking about Minkowski signature here). Here the indices take
the following values: A “ 1, 2 and a “ 1, . . . , 4. The supercharge satisfies a reality
property Q¯Bb “ ǫBA CbaQaA, where ǫ is the two-dimensional ǫ-tensor, and C is the charge
conjugation matrix. The supersymmetry algebra has the following form:
tQaA, Q¯Bb u “ 2i δBA pσµPµqba (75)
The crucial fact is that this algebra has SUp2q R-symmetry (in contrast to Up1q R-
symmetry of N “ 1 SUSY algebra in 4D), which rotates the indices A,B: QaA Ñ gABQaB.
It is nontrivial that this transformation is compatible with the reality property of the
supercharge.
Such N “ p1, 0q SUSY theory has two types of multiplets: the vector multiplet (in
the adjoint representation of the gauge group) and the hypermultiplet (in an arbitrary
representation of the gauge group). The Lagrangian is completely determined by the
field content, i.e. by the representations of the hyper-multiplets (in particular, there is no
superpotential).
A stack of N six-dimensional branes in flat space R6 ˆ C2 ought to be described
by UpNq gauge theory with a single hypermultiplet, since the hypermultiplet contains
2 complex scalars, which parametrize the normal directions to the brane. Imagine now
that we wish to consider an orbifold C2{Γ instead of C2 and place the branes at the
fixed point of the orbifold. According to [9], in order to take the orbifold quotient, one
needs to specify not only Γ, but also its representation R on the Chan-Paton vector
space (i.e. CN for gauge group UpNq). Once this data is provided, the spectrum of
fields describing the low-energy theory on the brane can be obtained by means of the
projection Πgpφq “ φ for all g P Γ, where the operator Π is defined on the hypermultiplet
as ΠgpΦAq “ gABRpgqΦBRpgq´1 and on the vector multiplet as ΠgpAµq “ RpgqAµRpgq´1.
Here gAB is the defining representation of Γ (or, in other words, the way Γ acts on C
2),
and the matrices Rpgq act on the gauge indices. In the case when R is the regular
representation (dimR “ |Γ|), i.e. the representation of Γ on its group algebra, then one
says that one ‘full’ brane (as opposed to a ‘fractional’ brane) has been placed at the
singularity.
To review the supersymmetric setup for the construction of the Eguchi-Hanson space
we will consider Γ “ Z2, R — its regular representation, of dimension 2. The group
algebra is generated by p1, hq with the relation h2 “ 1. In the basis p1 ` h, 1 ´ hq, 1 is a
2ˆ 2 identity matrix I2, whereas h “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
. The projection conditions then leave the
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components A11µ , A
22
µ of the vector field and Φ
12
A , Φ
21
A of the hypermultiplet. Hence, the
gauge group reduces to Up1q2. However the diagonal Up1q describes a free vector multiplet
and decouples from the rest. The original hypermultiplet splits into two hypermultiplets
with opposite charges with respect to the remaining Up1q. As discussed below, this
is precisely the right data to obtain the Eguchi-Hanson space via the supersymmetric
construction.
We will not attempt to write out the full SUSY Lagrangian, since this is a rather
tedious exercise and to a large extent unnecessary for our present purposes. Instead,
we will review how the triplet of auxiliary D-fields comes about in this 6D theory, since
this is a crucial ingredient in the construction. Recall that in 4D the gauge field strength
superfieldW is a spinor superfield, which is chiral in two senses: both as a chiral superfield
(i.e. a short multiplet) and as a chiral spinor. It has the following form [6]:
WL “ λLpx`q ` 1
2
γµγνθLfµνpx`q `
`
θTLǫθL
˘
γαBαλRpx`q ´ iθLDpx`q (76)
In six dimensions the gauge field strength superfield pWaqA is of opposite chirality to the
supercharge and satisfies the following conditions:
pǫσnqAB
`
DaA pWbqB ´
1
4
δab D
c
A pWcqB
˘ “ 0, n “ 1, 2, 3 (77)
ǫAB DcA pWcqB “ 0 (78)
and the reality property pWBb q˚ “ ǫBA Cba pWaqA (79)
These equations may be solved, and as a result we obtain the following expression for W ,
up to second order in pθaqA8:
W aA “ λaA ` F abθbA ` pDiσiqABCabθbB `QapbcqǫBCθbBθcC ` ǫMNSarbcsM θbNθcA ` . . . , (80)
where
Q
apndq
A “
1
4
`
CanpσµqmdBµλmA ` CadpσµqmnBµλmA
˘
(81)
S
arnds
A “
1
2
`
CadpσµqmnBµλmA ´ CanpσµqmdBµλmA
˘´ pCσµqndBµλaA (82)
and the matrix of fields F ab is constrained to be ‘traceless’: CabF
ab “ 0. The reality
property for the symplectic-Majorana spinor W aA translates into the reality properties of
the component fields. In particular, λaA is a symplectic-Majorana spinor as well, pFabq˚ is
linearly related to Fab, hence it has only 15 real components, which can be packed into
a skew-symmetric real-valued tensor Fµν , and Di are a triplet of real auxiliary fields. It
is precisely the appearance of this triplet, in place of a singlet D, that is important for
us here. Assuming that the theory includes M hypermultiplets with scalar components
mφ
a
A, where a is an UpNq gauge index and m labels the hypermultiplet (m “ 1 . . .M), let
us now write out the part of the supersymmetric Lagrangian, where the Di fields enter:
L „ 1
2
D2i `Di
“ Mÿ
m“1
pmφaAq˚pσiqAB mφaB ` ζi
‰
, (83)
8Round brackets pbcq denote symmetrization, and square brackets rbcs denote antisymmetrization.
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where ζi is a triplet of Fayet-Iliopoulos terms. The possibility of adding them without
destroying supersymmetry comes from the fact that the variation of Di under a super-
symmetry transformation is a full derivative:
δDi “ ´1
4
pσiqABµ¯AσµCBµλB (84)
The fields Di are auxiliary, in the sense that they have no kinetic terms, so they can be
integrated out of (83) to produce
L „ 1
2
“ Mÿ
m“1
pmφaAq˚pσiqAB mφaB ` ζi
‰2
(85)
The locus of points in field space where this function reaches a (zero) minimum is given
by the hyper-Ka¨hler moment map equations µi “ 0, i “ 1, 2, 3. Since field configurations
related by gauge transformations are equivalent, we need to take the quotient with respect
to the gauge group UpNq, hence the space of physical field configurations saturating the
minimum of the potential is the hyper-Ka¨hler quotient t µ´1i p0q, i “ 1, 2, 3 u{UpNq. The
construction of the Eguchi-Hanson space in Section (3.7) was a special case when N “ 1
and M “ 2.
4. Topology of surfaces
Suppose a compact complex surface X is simply-connected, in this case H1pX,Zq “ 0.
Poincare duality implies H0pX,Zq “ H4pX,Zq “ Z and H1pX,Zq “ H3pX,Zq “ 0,
therefore the Euler characteristic is EupXq “ 2 ` dimH2pX,Zq. Apart from the Euler
characteristic, there is another important invariant, which characterizes the topology of
X — it is the signature SgnpXq. It arises from the intersection form on H2pX,Zq, i.e.
if α, β P H2pX,Zq, we can compute the ‘intersection number’ pα, βq :“ ş
X
α ^ β. It is a
quadratic form on the vector space H2pX,Rq. SgnpXq is by definition the signature of
this quadratic form, i.e. if n˘ are the numbers of positive/negative eigenvalues of p , q,
then
SgnpXq “ n` ´ n´ (86)
The Euler characteristic, in turn, is9
EupXq “ 2` n` ` n´ (87)
In the noncompact case the formula for the Euler characteristic is modified. Indeed,
the noncompact surfaces that we will encounter have H3pX,Zq “ H4pX,Zq “ 0, hence
EupXnoncompactq “ 1` n` ` n´.
Comment. On a complex surfaceX there is a decomposition of the complexified second
cohomology group: H2pX,Cq “ Hp2,0qpXq ‘ Hp1,1qpXq ‘ Hp0,2qpXq, where Hpi,jq are the
Dolbeault cohomology groups. The intersection form then splits into an intersection form
on Hp1,1qpXq and a pairing between Hp2,0qpXq and Hp0,2qpXq, the latter one being positive
definite. Denoting g :“ dimHp2,0qpXq, we can decompose n` as n` “ 2g ` n˜`, where
9We assume there are no zero eigenvalues.
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n˜` is the number of positive eigenvalues of the intersection form restricted to Hp1,1qpXq.
Then the Hodge index theorem states that n˜` “ 1, i.e. the intersection form on H2pX,Rq
has signature p2g ` 1, n´q. Many of the surfaces that we are working with in this paper
are non-compact, therefore this result is not directly applicable, but it is useful to keep it
in mind. 
§ 4.1. The Chern-Weil formulas
The so-called Chern-Weil theory allows to calculate topological invariants (of manifolds
and, more generally, of vector bundles over these manifolds) in a differential-geometric
way. Here we will be interested in expressions for the Euler characteristic and signature
of the surfaces under consideration in terms of the Ka¨hler metric on these surfaces. Such
expressions can be found, for instance, in [10], and they are reviewed below as well.
As before, we will assume that X is a 4-manifold, possibly with boundary BX , al-
though for the moment we will not require that it is Ka¨hler. We will denote the Euler
characteristic of a by EupX, BXq and the signature by SgnpX, BXq. The simplest case is
when X does not have a boundary, i.e. BX “ H, — then EupX,Hq and SgnpX,Hq are
expressed through the curvature tensor as follows10:
EupX,Hq “ 1
32π2
ż
d4x
1?
g
ǫabcd ǫmnpq RabmnRcdpq (88)
SgnpX,Hq “ ´ 1
24π2
ż
d4x ǫabcd RmnabR
n
mcd (89)
Note that on a Ka¨hler manifold the only nonzero components of the curvature tensor are
Rab :“ Rabmn¯ dzm^dz¯n “ BΓ
a
bm
Bz¯n (here the unbarred indices are holomorphic, and the barred
indices are antiholomorphic) and its complex conjugate. Using this, the above integral
for the Euler number may be simplified11:
EupX,Hq “ 1
8π2
ż
d4x
`
tr pR ^Rq ´ tr pRq ^ tr pRq˘ (90)
Analogously one can write an expression for the signature:
SgnpX,Hq “ ´ 1
24π2
ż
d4x tr pR ^R ` R¯ ^ R¯q (91)
In this paper we are restricting to the situation when the surface has Up2q isometry group
— in this case both integrands depend only on x “ |z1|2 ` |z2|2, therefore the integrals
can be performed explicitly in terms of the Ka¨hler potential Kpxq. In fact, a much
more economical way to write the corresponding formulas is to introduce a new function
Qpxq :“ xK 1pxq, in terms of which the topological invariants of X acquire the following
10Note that the factor of
?
g is to appear in the denominator for the integral to be reparametrization-
invariant. The expression acquires a more canonical form if expressed in the local frame, in
terms of the (inverse) vierbein EaA, RAB :“ EaA EbB Rabmn dxm ^ dxn. In that case EupX,Hq “
1
32pi2
ş
d4x ǫABCDRAB ^RCD.
11In the formulas (90) and (91) R is the holomorphic part of the curvature tensor.
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simple form:
EupX,Hq “
ˆ
´x
2Q1pxq2
Qpxq2 `
2x pxQ2pxq `Q1pxqq
Qpxq ´
2xQ2pxq
Q1pxq
˙
8
0 (92)
SgnpX,Hq “ 1
3
ˆ
3x2Q1pxq2
Qpxq2 `
x2Q2pxq2
Q1pxq2 ´
2x pxQ2pxq ` 3Q1pxqq
Qpxq `
2xQ2pxq
Q1pxq
˙
8
0 (93)
The point x “ 0 corresponds to the blow-up, so we expect that it is the contribution at
zero that characterizes the blow-up topology.
In the formulas above we have assumed that the manifold X has no boundary. For
dP1 this is indeed the case. Using its Ka¨hler potential, which is given by (41) and (39),
in the formulas (92) and (93) above, we obtain the correct values
EupdP1q “ 4, SgnpdP1q “ 0 (94)
The Euler characteristic is greater by one than that of CP2, since dP1 has an additional
2-cycle (the glued-in copy of CP1). The signature is zero, since, apart from the positive
self-intersection cycle of CP2 (which is given by the hyperplane section), dP1 has one
negative self-intersection cycle — the exceptional divisor of the blow-up. We expect
that a similar analysis should give correct results for the topology of all dPn surfaces,
however for larger n technically the task is more complicated due to the smaller symmetry
(isometry) group, and we leave it for future investigation.
However, in many cases, including the ones which will be of interest to us in subsequent
sections, the manifold X has a boundary. If BX ‰ H, there are additional contributions
to the Euler characteristic and signature. First of all, both the Euler characteristic and
signature receive a contribution that describes how the boundary is ‘embedded’ in X¯ (the
closure of X). We will call such contributions δ EurBX Ă X¯s and δ SgnrBX Ă X¯s. They
depend on the second fundamental form IIpBX Ă X¯q and, in particular, they vanish if BX
is a totally geodesic submanifold of X . In fact, the boundary correction may be derived
solely from the requirement that it has to vanish for a metric that is a ‘product metric’
near the boundary [10] (i.e. when the boundary has zero second fundamental form). This
is reviewed in Appendix C and leads to the following result:
δEurBX Ă X¯s “ ´1
32π2
ż
BX
2 ǫabcd
`
ζabRcd ´ 2
3
ζabpζ2qcd
˘
d3x (95)
δ SgnrBX Ă X¯s “ 1
24π2
ż
BX
tr pζ ^Rq, (96)
where ζ is the second fundamental form. If we assume that the boundary is defined by
the equation E0 “ 0, where E0 is a component of the tetrad, ζ can be expressed through
the connection ω as ζ0i “ ω0i “ ´ζi0, all other components being zero.
For a metric coming from a Up2q-invariant Ka¨hler potential these formulas give the
following result:
δ EurBX Ă X¯s “ x
2Q1pxq2
Qpxq2 ´
2x pxQ2pxq `Q1pxqq
Qpxq `
2xQ2pxq
Q1pxq ` 2|xÑxboundary (97)
δ SgnrBX Ă X¯s “ ´pxQ
1pxq2 ´Qpxq pxQ2pxq `Q1pxqqq2
Qpxq2Q1pxq2
ˇˇ
xÑxboundary (98)
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There is yet another contribution to the signature, called ηrBXs, which depends on
the intrinsic properties of the boundary manifold BX only [11]. We will not attempt to
explain the origin of ηrBXs and we refer the interested reader to the original work [11, 12]
or to the review [10]. The complete formulas for the topological invariants look as follows:
EupX, BXq “ EupX,Hq ` δEurBX Ă X¯s (99)
SgnpX, BXq “ SgnpX,Hq ` δ SgnrBX Ă X¯s ` ηrBXs (100)
The calculation of ηrMs has to be done separately for every manifold M , but the only
case that will be of interest to us is that of the lens space M “ Lpm, 1q :“ S3{Zm. If
the sphere S3 is defined by the equation |w1|2 ` |w2|2 “ 1, then the action of Zm is given
by pw1, w2q Ñ pω w1, ω w2q, where ω is the m-th root of unity, ω “ e 2piim . In this case the
η-invariant is [10]:
ηrLpm, 1qs “ 1
m
m´1ÿ
k“1
ˆ
ctg
πk
m
˙2
“ 1
3m
`
m2 ´ 3m` 2˘ (101)
We will use the above formulas in the end of the next Section to calculate the Euler
characteristic and signature of the Ka¨hler-Einstein spaces Ym described below.
5. Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics
We wish to consider the Ka¨hler metric gij¯ arising from an Up2q-invariant potential with
K “ Kp|z1|2 ` |z2|2q “ Kpxq. Such a metric is
gij¯ “ B
2K
BziBz¯j “ δij K
1 ` zj z¯iK2 (102)
To find out in which case this metric is positive-definite we calculate the norm }v} of an
arbitrary vector v:
}v} “ v¯iviK 1 ` |v¯izi|2K2 (103)
If K 1 ą 0 and K2 ą 0, this is obviously positive. If instead K 1 ą 0 but K2 ă 0, then we
use the Schwartz inequality to obtain
}v} ě v¯iviK 1 ` v¯ivi xK2 “ v¯ivi pxK 1q1 (104)
Note that the Schwartz inequality is saturated for v „ z, so this is a sharp estimate.
Hence the necessary and sufficient condition for the metric to be positive-definite is that
pxK 1q1 ą 0 (105)
The line element in real coordinates for the metric (102) is written out in Appendix D.
The explicit expression (182) confirms our conclusion that the positivity of the metric
requires K 1 ą 0, pxK 1q1 ą 0.
The Einstein condition
Rij¯ “ a gij¯ (106)
for a Up2q-invariant Ka¨hler metric gij¯ “ B2KBziBz¯j with K “ Kpxq leads to the equation
d
dx
`
log det gij¯
˘ “ ´aK 1 (107)
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Introducing a new function Q :“ xK 1, we can recast this equation in the form
d
dx
`
xpQ2q1 ´ 2Q2 ` a 2
3
Q3
˘ “ 0 (108)
Everywhere below (except for the last Comment in this Section) we will be dealing with
manifolds of negative curvature, hence we will set a “ ´1. Explicit integration gives (b is
a constant of integration):
log x “
3ÿ
i“1
log pQ´ yiq
2` yi , where yi : y
3
i ` 3y2i ` b “ 0 (109)
ñ x “
3ź
i“1
pQ´ yiq
1
2`yi (110)
The positivity condition (105) requires that Q is a growing function of x. It is easy to
check explicitly that it is satisfied for Q ą max
i
yi :“ y. It follows from (110) that the
behaviour of Q in the vicinity of y (Q Ñ y implies x Ñ 0) is Q “ y ` x2`y ` . . .. Recall
that Q “ xK 1, so this behavior for Q implies that the Ka¨hler potential has the folowing
form close to x “ 0:
K “ y log x` 1
2` yx
2`y ` . . . , (111)
which is clearly the same as (2) with m “ 2 ` y. The fact that y “ m ´ 2 should be a
solution to y3 ` 3y2 ` b “ 0 implies that b “ ´pm´ 2q2pm` 1q.
Comment. Note that the expansion (111) is only valid for y ą 0. If we set b “ 0
in (109), (110), the solution will describe pure Lobachevsky space, and the expansion at
xÑ 0 is Q „ 3x` 3x2 ` . . . Clearly, one cannot obtain the Eguchi-Hanson solution from
(110), since (110) corresponds to a “ ´1 (negative curvature), whereas the Eguchi-Hanson
space has a “ 0. 
Let us find out how x behaves at large Q. It is a simple property of the cubic equation
of the form (109) that the following fact holds:
3ř
i“1
1
2`yi “ 0. It then follows from (109)
that for Q Ñ 8 : x Ñ 1, i.e. the total space of the line bundle Op´mq for m ě 3 is
a ball |z1|2 ` |z2|2 ă 1! To learn how the metric behaves near the boundary of the ball
we expand (110): x “ 1 ´ 3
Q
` . . ., which leads to Q „ 3
1´x for x Ñ 1. For the Ka¨hler
potential this implies, in the vicinity of the boundary x “ 1:
K “ ´3 log p1´ |z1|2 ´ |z2|2q ` . . . for |z1|2 ` |z2|2 Ñ 1 (112)
This is in fact nothing but the Ka¨hler potential on the four-dimensional Lobachevsky
space H4! Indeed, the Lobachevsky space H4 may be thought of as the quotient
H4 “ Up1, 2q
Up1q ˆ Up2q (113)
and the Ka¨hler potential in homogeneous coordinates on such a space is
KH4 „ ´ log p|z0|2 ´ |z1|2 ´ |z2|2q, (114)
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Figure 3: Total spaces of the line bundles Op´mq for different m. Here Lpm, 1q is the
lens space, and RP3 “ Lp2, 1q.
which translates into (112) once we choose the ‘gauge’ z0 “ 1 and use z1, z2 as inhomoge-
neous coordinates.
Our claim is that the metric described by the Ka¨hler potential, whose Q-function
(related to K by Q “ xK 1) is given by equation (110) with b “ ´pm´ 2q2pm` 1q, m “
3, 4, . . ., is the metric on
Ym :“ the total space of the line bundle Op´mq over CP1 (115)
To prove it we need to consider the topological data. First of all, since Ym is the total
space of a bundle with a contractible fiber, its cohomologies are the same as those of CP1.
In particular, EupYmq “ 2. Since Ym is the total space of a negative bundle over CP1, the
general logic of Section 2 tells us that SgnpYmq “ ´1 (since the self-intersection of the
glued-in CP1 is the degree of the normal bundle, it follows that n´ “ 1).
Comment. The two other related cases are those of positive and zero normal bundle,
i.e. respectively of, say, CP2 and of CP1ˆCP1. In the case of CP2 we can use the formula
(93) with Q “ x d
dx
log p1` xq “ x
1`x to obtain sgnpCP2q “ 1. In the case of CP1 ˆ CP1
the matrix Rab representing the Riemann tensor splits:
R :“ tRabu “
ˆ
r1 dz1 ^ dz¯1 0
0 r2 dz2 ^ dz¯2
˙
, (116)
for some functions r1,2, therefore trR
2 “ 0, so SgnpCP1 ˆ CP1q “ 0. This is compatible
with the fact that two lines representing two distinct homology classes (the ‘left’ and
‘right’ factors of CP1 ˆ CP1) are embedded with trivial normal bundle and intersect at
one point (see Fig. 1). The intersection matrix is
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
and has eigenvalues ˘1. 
Using the Chern-Weil formulas (99), (100), we can now check that the Euler charac-
teristic and signature of the manifolds Ym are precisely as required. It turns out that in
the bulk terms in (99), (100) the only m-dependent contribution comes from the point
x “ 0, i.e. from the blown-up sphere. If we assume that the boundary is a sphere S3, for
which ηrS3s “ 0, a direct calculation gives the following answers:
Eu “ 2m (117)
Sgn “ ´1
3
p2`m2q (118)
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This is not the answer we need. However, we claim that in order to get the right answer
we should take a further quotient
pz1, z2q „ e 2piim pz1, z2q (119)
Clearly, in the integral terms in the formulas (99), (100) this amounts to restricting the
integration range over one of the angles φ to r0, 2pi
m
q instead of r0, 2πq. Hence the values in
the right hand sides of (117), (118) are simply divided by m. However, the quotient (119)
alters the boundary of our 4-manifold — indeed, it is no longer S3 but rather the lens
space Lpm, 1q “ S3{Zm (see the definition above, before (101)). And the η-invariant for
the lens space is no longer zero! Instead, it is given by (101), which enters as an additional
contribution to the signature. As a result, we obtain the final answers for the spaces Ym
with the quotient (119) taken into account:
EupYmq “ 2m ¨ 1
m
“ 2 (120)
SgnpYmq “ ´1
3
p2`m2q ¨ 1
m
` 1
3m
`
m2 ´ 3m` 2˘ “ ´1 (121)
Note that the analogous calculation for the Eguchi-Hanson space leads to the same
result as above, but in that case the η-term is zero, since the boundary is RP3 “ Lp2, 1q
and ηrRP3s “ 0.
Summarizing, it turns out that the contribution of the point x “ 0 coming from the
‘singular’ behavior of the Ka¨hler potential (2), i.e. the contribution of the glued in CP1,
exactly cancels the η-contribution of the boundary lens space Lm! Hence we have a very
nontrivial cancellation of the terms coming from the boundary of Ym versus the terms
from the deep interior (the ‘horizon’).
Another fact about the manifolds Ym that is worth checking is that their first Chern
number is equal to 2 ´m. Indeed, we expect that12 c1pYmq “ p2 ´mqωFS, where ωFS is
the Fubini-Study form, or any form that has period 1 when integrated over the blown-up
sphere S (which is the only homologically nontrivial sphere in Ym). Thereforeż
S
c1pYmq “ 2´m (122)
To check this formula we make a change of variables z “ z1, w “ z2z1 . The submanifold
S “ tz Ñ 0, w arbitraryu is the relevant CP1 Ă Ym. In the limit z Ñ 0 the integral
i
2pi
ş
S
Rij¯ dzi^dz¯j may be calculated, using Rij¯ “ ´gij¯ , from the first term in the expansion
of the Ka¨hler potential (111), i.e. from the Ka¨hler potential K “ pm ´ 2q log p1` |w|2q
on S “ CP1:ż
S
c1pYmq “ ´pm´ 2q i
2π
ż
S
BwBw¯ log p1` |w|2q dw ^ dw¯ “ 2´m (123)
Comment. It is interesting to note that the Chern-Simons type contribution from the
boundary in the case of Ym is equal to
1
m
ˆ (the corresponding value for Lobachevsky
12See the Comment after formula (58).
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space). The 1
m
factor comes simply from the fact that the range of integration over the
angular variables is m times smaller than that of an S3. The fact that the Chern-Simons
term does not give a more nontrivial contribution to the signature stems from the fact
that the expansion of Q near the boundary, i.e. around xÑ 1, is as follows:
QpYmq “ 3
1´ x ´ 3` am p1´ xq
2 ` . . . (124)
The important fact to observe is that the linear term Op1´xq is missing. If the expansion
of Q involved a linear term, i.e. QpY q “ 3
1´x ´ 3 ` α p1 ´ xq ` . . ., there would be yet
another contribution to the signature:
δEu “ 0, δSgn “ ´8
3
α (125)
Interestingly, eupX,Hqˇˇ
x
` δeupBX Ă X¯q “ 2 is a constant — the total contribution of
the boundary of the ball to the Euler characteristic does not depend on Qpxq at all, which
is the reason why the behavior of Q near the boundary does not affect Eu. 
Comment. A theorem of Matsushima [13] states that, if the automorphism group
of a complex manifold is not reductive, then it cannot admit a Ka¨hler-Einstein metric.
In particular, this is the case for the del Pezzo surface of rank 1 that we considered
above. Using the ideas developed here, we can establish the non-existence of a geodesically
complete Ka¨hler-Einstein metric on the tubular neighborhood of the blow-up (i.e. on the
total space of the line bundle Op´1q). The total space of Op´1q has first Chern number
c1 “ 1, therefore we expect to be dealing with a manifold of positive curvature. Therefore
we set a “ 1 in (106). This leads to the solution of (108):
x “
3ź
i“1
|Q ` yi|
1
2`yi , where yi : y
3
i ` 3y2i ´ 2 “ 0 (126)
The solution is well-defined (meaning that Q ą 0 and Q1 ą 0) for x P r0,8q, and
the function Q takes the respective values r1, 1 ` ?3q. Such behavior is in fact similar
to the one of the (positively-curved) CP2, in which case QCP2 “ x1`x and Q Ñ 1 as
xÑ8. What is different in these two cases is the (subleading) behavior of Q at xÑ8,
namely for CP2: Q “ 1 ´ 1
x
` . . ., whereas for the solution under consideration Q “
p1 ` ?3q ´ 2?3 p2xq1´
?
3 ` . . . If one then uses the bulk formulas (92), (93) for Eu and
Sgn, one obtains irrational answers for these topological characteristics, which implies
that the corresponding space is not a manifold. 
6. Conclusion
In this paper we provided evidence that in the Up2q-invariant case the normal bundle to
the holomorphic sphere CP1 Ă X in a complex surface X is captured by the characteristic
behavior of the Ka¨hler potential in the vicinity of this line. More exactly, the following
formula holds for a line with normal bundle Op´mq, m ě 1:
Kpxq “ a log x` b xm ` . . . as x “ |z1|2 ` |z2|2 Ñ 0, a, b ą 0
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A natural question which arises is whether, knowing the characteristic behavior of the
Ka¨hler potential at x Ñ 0, we can reconstruct the Ka¨hler potentials on the total spaces
of the line bundles Op´mq over CP1 with some desirable geometric properties. We have
addressed this question, requiring that the Ka¨hler metric satisfies Einstein’s equations.
It turns out that the corresponding equations have a solution of negative cosmological
constant (negative curvature) for m ě 3. This solution looks as follows:
Ym : Q “ xK 1, x “
3ź
i“1
pQ´ yiq
1
2`yi , where y3i ` 3y2i ´ pm´ 2q2pm` 1q “ 0
The interesting fact is that, for m ě 3, the Ka¨hler potential tends to infinity as
|z1|2 ` |z2|2 Ñ 1. Moreover, asymptotically near |z1|2 ` |z2|2 » 1 the metric behaves as
the Lobachevsky space H4 metric near the boundary. However, the requirement that the
topological characteristics of this space — the Euler characteristic and signature — are
integers, implies that the boundary cannot be S3 “ BH4, but it rather has to be a quotient
thereof, more precisely the lens space Lpm, 1q “ S3{Zm. Requiring that the boundary
is the appropriate lens space, we find that there is a nontrivial cancellation between the
contributions to the topological numbers from the boundary and the CP1 glued in at the
origin (the ‘horizon’), which is just right to provide Ym with the topological numbers of
a line bundle over CP1. Therefore, the spaces described by these metrics can be called
‘asymptotically locally hyperbolic’, in analogy with the well-known ALE spaces.
Interestingly, there appears to be yet another set of metrics on the total space of
Op´mq for m ě 3, discovered by LeBrun [14]. These metrics are Ka¨hler and possess
an anti-self-dual Weyl tensor. Their Ricci scalar R is zero, and they are asymptotically-
locally-Euclidean, rather than hyperbolic.
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Appendix
A. Relation of Ka¨hler potential to the moment map
In the case that the symplectic manifold is Ka¨hler there is an interesting and simple
relation of the moment map (for the action of a group G) to the Ka¨hler potential. We
assume that the Ka¨hler potential is invariant under G (see the Comment at the end of
this Section). To obtain this relation we first of all recall the well-known expression for
the symplectic form
ω “ iBB¯K “ iBiB¯jK dzi ^ dz¯j (127)
The usual relation of the moment map to the symplectic form is
dµpaq “ ωp‚, Vaq, (128)
where Va is a vector field corresponding to the Lie algebra element a. Decomposing the
vector field into holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts, we obtain:
Va “ va ` v¯a (129)
Here we mean that va is a holomorphic vector field, i.e. va “
ř
via
B
Bzi with the coefficients
via being holomorphic as well. In other words, B¯j via “ 0. For what follows we introduce
the complex structure operator J, which acts on v as
JVa “ i
`
va ´ v¯a
˘
(130)
Then the formula (128) for the Ka¨hler form (127) and vector field (129) decomposes into
the dz and dz¯ parts:
Biµ “ i BiB¯jK v¯j, B¯jµ “ ´i BiB¯jK vi (131)
Since the vi components of v are holomorphic and v¯j are antiholomorphic, the above
equations can be rewritten as
Bi
`
µ´ i B¯jK v¯j
˘ “ 0, B¯j`µ` i BiK vi˘ “ 0 (132)
Solving the first equation, we get
µ “ i B¯jK v¯j ` f¯pz¯q (133)
µ is a real function, which implies
i B¯jK v¯j ` f¯pz¯q “ ´i BjK vj ` fpzq (134)
Since we have assumed that K is invariant under v,
i BjK vj ` i B¯jK v¯j “ 0, (135)
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hence fpz¯q “ f¯pzq, which means that f is a real constant: f “ c. Hence, using (133) and
(135), we can write µ as
µ “ 1
2
∇JvK ` c, (136)
which is the desired relation.
Comment. Note that, if K is not G-invariant, we can define K “ K1 ` kpzq ` k¯pz¯q,
where kpzq satisfies i Bjk vj “ fpzq. In this case (134) implies that K1 is G-invariant.
The addition of the holomorphic function kpzq to the Ka¨hler potential is inessential, since
it does not affect the Ka¨hler metric — it is the usual redundancy in the definition of
the Ka¨hler potential. Hence we can assume, without loss of generality, that the Ka¨hler
potential is G-invariant. 
B. Derivation of the Ka¨hler quotient formula
In this Appendix we provide a direct proof of the formula (34) for the Ka¨hler potential
on the quotient, which is central for the derivation of the results presented in this paper.
In other words, we need to prove that
ω :“ i Bw B¯w¯ π˚pKq “ π˚pω˜
ˇˇ
µ´1p0qq (137)
Let us compute directly the r.h.s. To do it we substitute z “ zpw, w¯q into the ex-
pression ω˜ “ i BiB¯jK dzi ^ dz¯j for the symplectic form13 (recall that zpw, w¯q is a point in
µ´1p0q ĂM, whereas w is a point in the ambient space M):
π˚pω˜ˇˇ
µ´1p0qq “ i BiB¯jK˜
Bzi
Bwk
Bz¯j
Bw¯s dwk ^ dw¯s ` i BiB¯jK˜
Bzi
Bw¯k
Bz¯j
Bws dw¯k ^ dws `
` i BiB¯jK˜ BziBwk
Bz¯j
Bws dwk ^ dws ` i BiB¯jK˜
Bzi
Bw¯k
Bz¯j
Bw¯s dw¯k ^ dw¯s (138)
Since this ought to be a Ka¨hler form in the w, w¯ coordinates, it has to be of type
p1, 1q. For this to be the case, the terms of the form dwk ^ dws, dw¯k ^ dw¯s have to be
zero. And, clearly, they cannot cancel each other, so they need to be zero separately. Let
us therefore consider one of these terms, for example,
∆ :“ i BiB¯jK˜ BziBwk
Bz¯j
Bws dwk ^ dws (139)
The dependence of the z, z¯ variables on w, w¯ is not holomorphic, however the nonholo-
morphicity comes solely from the dependence of the t’s (the transformation parameters
of GC) on both w, w¯. For example, z¯ “ z¯pt, w¯q, therefore
Bz¯j
Bws “
Bz¯j
Bta
Bta
Bws “ ´i v¯
j
a
Bta
Bws , (140)
13Everywhere below BiB¯jK˜ denotes the derivatives w.r.t. zi, z¯j: BiB¯jK˜ :“ B2K˜Bzi Bz¯j .
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where in the latter equality we have used (30). Plugging this into ∆, we get
∆ “ BiB¯jK˜ v¯ja
Bta
Bws
Bzi
Bwk dwk ^ dws (141)
Using the formula (131) for Biµ, we get
∆ “ ´i BµaBzi
Bzi
Bwk
Bta
Bws dwk ^ dws (142)
From the definition of the change of variables z “ zpw, w¯q, z¯ “ z¯pw, w¯q we have
µapzpw, w¯q, z¯pw, w¯qq “ 0 identically, so taking the derivative w.r.t. wk, we obtain:
Bµa
Bzi
Bzi
Bwk “ ´
Bµa
Bz¯i
Bz¯i
Bwk “ i v¯
i
b
Bµa
Bz¯i
Btb
Bwk , (143)
so that ∆ becomes
∆ “ v¯ib
Bµa
Bz¯i
Btb
Bwk
Bta
Bws dwk ^ dws (144)
The moment maps µa transform covariantly under the group G, namely,
via Biµb ` v¯ia B¯iµb “ fabc µc (145)
(if G is abelian, fabc “ 0, so the µa’s are simply invariant under G). If one restricts
this equation to µ´1p0q (which is the case under consideration), the r.h.s. is zero, which
reflects the simple fact that µ´1p0q is G-invariant. Therefore
v¯ib
Bµa
Bz¯i
ˇˇ
µ´1p0q “ ´
1
2 i
i
ˆ
vib
Bµa
Bzi ´ v¯
i
b
Bµa
Bz¯i
˙
“ ´ 1
2 i
∇JVbµa (146)
Using (27), we can rewrite ∆ as
∆ “ i
8
r∇JVb ,∇JVas K˜ ¨
Btb
Bwk
Bta
Bws dwk ^ dws (147)
It is easy to see that r∇JVb,∇JVas K˜ “ ∇rVb,Vas K˜ “ fabc∇Vc K˜ “ 0 due to the G-invariance
of the Ka¨hler potential. Therefore ∆ “ 0, so that indeed π˚pω ˇˇ
µ´1p0qq is of type (1,1).
Hence we are left with the following expression for the pull-back under π of the re-
stricted symplectic form:
π˚pω ˇˇ
µ´1p0qq “ i BiB¯jK˜
ˆ Bzi
Bwk
Bz¯j
Bw¯s ´
Bzi
Bw¯s
Bz¯j
Bwk
˙
dwk ^ dw¯s (148)
We are now going to simplify this expression and demonstrate that it can be written
as a double external derivative i Bw B¯w¯ π˚pKq, as stated in (137). According to (34),
π˚pKq “ K˜pzpw, τq, z¯pw¯, τqq`2
nř
a“1
ra τapw, w¯q, so let us first of all calculate the derivative
of K˜pzpw, τq, z¯pw¯, τqq:
B
Bwi K˜pzpw, τq, z¯pw¯, τqq “
B
Bzk K˜pzpw, τq, z¯pw¯, τqq
Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
` BBτa K˜pzpw, τq, z¯pw¯, τqq
Bτa
Bwi ,
(149)
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where
Bzj
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
means that we are taking a partial derivative with τ “ const. Clearly
B
Bτa K˜pzpw, τq, z¯pw¯, τqq “
B
Bzi K˜ ¨
Bzi
Bτa `
B
Bz¯i K˜ ¨
Bz¯i
Bτa “ (150)
“ ivia
B
Bzi K˜ ´ iv¯
i
a
B
Bz¯i K˜ “ ∇JVa K˜ “ 2pµa ´ raq, (151)
where the last equality follows from (27). The moment map µa vanishes identically:
µapzpw, τq, z¯pw¯, τqq “ 0. Hence
B
Bwi K˜pzpw, τq, z¯pw¯, τqq “
B
Bzj K˜pzpw, τq, z¯pw¯, τqq
Bzj
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
´ 2ra BτaBwi (152)
Differentiating this equation w.r.t. w¯j we obtain:
B2K˜
BwiBw¯j “
B2K˜
BzkBz¯m
Bz¯m
Bw¯j
ˇˇ
τ
Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
` BBτb
BK˜
Bzk
Bτb
Bw¯j
Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
`BK˜Bzk
B
Bτb
ˆ Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
˙ Bτb
Bw¯j´2ra
B2τa
BwiBw¯j
(153)
We have shown above that BBτb “ ∇JVb , therefore
B
Bτb
BK˜
Bzk “
“
ivib
B
Bzi ´ iv¯
i
b
B
Bz¯i ,
B
Bzk
‰
K˜ ` BBzj
BK˜
Bτb “ ´i
Bvib
Bzk
BK˜
Bzi ` 2
Bµb
Bzk (154)
Also note that
B
Bτb
ˆ Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
˙
“ BBwi
ˇˇ
τ
ˆBzk
Bτb
˙
“ i Bv
k
b
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
“ i Bv
k
b
Bzn
Bzn
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
(155)
Using the latter two equations in (153), we obtain
B2K˜
BwiBw¯j “
B2K˜
BzkBz¯m
Bz¯m
Bw¯j
ˇˇ
τ
Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
` 2BµbBzk
Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
Bτb
Bw¯j ´ 2ra
B2τa
BwiBw¯j (156)
Differentiating the identity µbpzpw, τq, z¯pw¯, τqq “ 0 w.r.t. zj , we obtain
Bµb
Bzk
Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
“ ´BµbBτc
Bτc
Bwi (157)
Plugging this in (156) we get
B2K˜
BwiBw¯j “
B2K˜
BzkBz¯m
Bz¯m
Bw¯j
ˇˇ
τ
Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
´ 2BµbBτc
Bτc
Bwi
Bτb
Bw¯j ´ 2ra
B2τa
BwiBw¯j (158)
Comparing this with (148), we need to show that
BkB¯sK˜
ˆ Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
w¯
Bz¯s
Bw¯j
ˇˇ
w
´ BzkBw¯j
ˇˇ
w
Bz¯s
Bwi
ˇˇ
w¯
˙
“ BkB¯sK˜ Bz¯sBw¯j
ˇˇ
τ
Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
´ 2BµbBτa
Bτa
Bwi
Bτb
Bw¯j (159)
The derivatives with fixed w, w¯ and fixed τ are related by
Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
w¯
“ BzkBwi
ˇˇ
τ
` i vka
Bτa
Bwi ,
Bz¯s
Bw¯j
ˇˇ
w
“ Bz¯sBw¯j
ˇˇ
τ
´ i v¯sb
Bτb
Bw¯j
Bzk
Bw¯j
ˇˇ
w
“ i vka
Bτa
Bw¯j ,
Bz¯s
Bwi
ˇˇ
w¯
“ ´i v¯sb
Bτb
Bwi
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Plugging these expressions in the above formula and taking into account that
i vka
Bτa
Bwi
Bz¯s
Bw¯j
ˇˇ
τ
BkB¯sK˜ “ ´iv¯sb
Bτb
Bw¯j
Bzk
Bwi
ˇˇ
τ
BkB¯sK˜ “ ´1
2
B2K˜
BτaBτb
Bτa
Bwi
Bτb
Bw¯j (160)
we obtain the desired equality (159). In the derivation we have also used the fact that
1
2
B2K˜
BτaBτb “
Bµb
Bτa “
Bµa
Bτa , (161)
since r BBτa , BBτb sK˜ „ fabc∇VcK˜ “ 0. Since K˜pzpw, τq, z¯pw¯, τqq is what we call π˚pK˜|µ´1p0qq,
we have the desired result
π˚pω ˇˇ
µ´1p0qq “ i Bw B¯w¯
˜
π˚pK˜|µ´1p0qq ` 2
ÿ
a
ra τa
¸
(162)
so that the formula (34) holds:
π˚K “ π˚pK˜|µ´1p0qq ` 2
ÿ
a
ra τa (163)
C. The boundary correction
in the Chern-Weil formulas
Suppose g0 is a metric, for which BX is a totally geodesic submanifold of X , and g is the
metric of interest, in terms of which we wish to calculate the topological numbers. The
corresponding connections will be called ω0 “ ω0pg0q and ω “ ωpgq. We know how to
calculate the topological numbers for the metric g0 — in that case, up to the so-called
η-correction, they are given by the integrals (90), (91). Let us call generally any of these
integrands as P pω0q. In that case
Topological number “
ż
X
P pω0q “
ż
X
`
P pω0q ´ P pωq
˘` ż
X
P pωq (164)
It turns out that P pω0q ´ P pωq “ dU is exact, so that
Topological number “
ż
X
P pω0q “
ż
BX
U `
ż
X
P pωq (165)
The second term is then the bulk contribution from the metric g of interest, and the first
term is the boundary contribution that we are after. Hence to evaluate the boundary
contribution we need to find the form U for various characteristic classes P (more exactly,
the Euler class and the Pontryagin class). Along the way for completeness we also prove
that the difference P pωq ´ P pω0q is exact. Indeed, P pωq, P pω0q both are closed and
therefore locally exact, meaning that we can write P pωq “ dF pωq, where F pωq transforms
nontrivially (inhomogeneously) under the gauge transformations of the connection ω. The
idea is that F pωq´F pω0q “ Gpω´ω0, Rq is a function of the (gauge-covariant) curvature
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tensor R and the difference ω ´ ω0, which is no longer a connection but rather a well-
defined 1-form. To prove it we introduce a ‘line’ in the space of connections
ωt “ ω ` p1´ tqpω0 ´ ωq “ ω ´ τζ, where τ “ 1´ t, ζ “ ω ´ ω0 (166)
and write
P pωq ´ P pω0q “
1ż
0
dt
dP pωtq
dt
(167)
In fact, for our purposes of computing Eu and Sgn we only need to consider two cases,
namely
P “ τ1 “ 1
2
tr pR2q and P “ τ2 “ PfpRq “ 1
8
ǫabcdRabRcd, (168)
where the curvature R is determined from the connection via
R “ dω ` ω ^ ω (169)
Taking into account that it satisfies a Bianchi identity dR ` ω ^ R ´ R ^ ω “ 0, we can
calculate the derivative of τ1pRtq w.r.t. t:
d
dt
τ1pRtq “ d tr pRtζq, (170)
which leads to
´ dU1 “ τ1pRq ´ τ1pR0q “ d
`
tr pRζq ´ 1
2
tr pDζ ¨ ζq ` 1
3
tr pζ3q˘, (171)
where
Dζ “ dζ ` tω, ζu (172)
A similar calculation for τ2pRtq is slightly more complicated. To carry it out, first notice
that xA,By “ 1
4
ǫabcdAabBcd is an SOp4q-invariant pairing on the Lie algebra so4 of skew-
symmetric matrices. The fact that it is invariant means that xgAgT, gBgTy “ xA,By,
which infinitesimally implies xrC,As, By “ ´xA, rC,Bsy. In what follows we will also
employ an analogous formula for fermionic matrices (1-forms): xtξ, χu, by “ xξ, rχ, bsy,
where ξ, χ are fermionic skew-symmetric matrices and b is a bosonic skew-symmetric
matrix14. Bearing this in mind, we may write15
d
dt
τ2pRtq “ xDζ ´ 2τζ2, R ´ τ Dζ ` τ 2ζ2y “ (173)
“ xDζ,Ry ´ τpxDζ,Dζy ` 2xζ2, Ryq ` 3τ 2xDζ, ζ2y ´ 2τ 3xζ2, ζ2y
Using the above formulas, we write
xDζ,Ry “ dxζ, Ry ´ xζ, dpω2qy ` xζ, rω,Rsy “ dxζ, Ry
xDζ,Dζy ` 2xζ2, Ry “ dxζ,Dζy ` xζ, rω,Dζs ´ rω, dζs ´ rζ, dωsy ` 2xζ2, Ry “ dxζ,Dζy
xDζ, ζ2y “ 1
3
dxζ, ζ2y ` xω, rζ, ζ2sy “ 1
3
dxζ, ζ2y
xζ2, ζ2y “ 1
2
xζ, rζ, ζ2sy “ 0
14The ‘fermionic’ formula can be derived from the ‘bosonic’ one simply by assuming that ξ “ ǫ1c,
χ “ ǫ2a, where ǫ1,2 are Grassmann parameters and a, c are bosonic matrices.
15Here ζ2 “ 1
2
tζ, ζu is a shorthand for ζ ^ ζ.
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Combining these results, we obtain:
d
dt
τ2pRtq “ d
`xζ, Ry ´ τxζ,Dζy ` τ 2xζ, ζ2y˘ (174)
Integrating over t, we get
´ dU2 “ τ2pRq ´ τ2pR0q “ d
`xζ, Ry ´ 1
2
xζ,Dζy ` 1
3
xζ, ζ2y˘ (175)
The above expressions (171) and (175) may be simplified in the case of interest, where
the boundary is given by the equation r “ rboundary (fixed radius), or equivalently by
the condition E0 “ 0, where E0 is a component of the vierbein (see Appendix D below).
In this case the only nonzero components of ζ at the boundary are ζ0i and ζi0 “ ´ζ0i.
Moreover, ζ0i|boundary “ ω0i|boundary. Since R0i “ dω0i`ω0k^ωki, we can also express dω0i
through ω and R. At the end we obtain the following result
U1 “ ´1
2
tr pζ Rq (176)
U2 “ ´xζ, Ry ` 2
3
xζ, ζ2y, (177)
which gives rise to formulas (95), (96).
D. The Up2q-invariant metrics in explicit form
In this Appendix we wish to write out the line element of a metric on X originating from
a Ka¨hler potential that is a function of x “ r2 “ |z1|2`|z2|2: K “ Kpxq. In fact, below it
will be convenient to use the function Qpxq “ xK 1 in place of K. We write the complex
coordinates pz1, z2q as
z1 “ ru1, z2 “ ru2, where |u1|2 ` |u2|2 “ 1 (178)
pu1, u2q parametrize an S3 “ SUp2q, so it is convenient to introduce an SUp2q group
element
g “
ˆ
u1 ´u¯2
u2 u¯1
˙
(179)
Next, we introduce a triad of left-invariant 1-forms:
ei :“ i tr pσig:dgq, i “ 1, 2, 3. (180)
Here σi are the Pauli matrices. For convenience we write out this triad explicitly:
e1 “ ipu1du2 ´ u2du1 ` u¯2du¯1 ´ u¯1du¯2q (181)
e2 “ u1du2 ´ u2du1 ` u¯1du¯2 ´ u¯2du¯1
e3 “ 2ipu¯1du1 ` u¯2du2q
The metric then has the following form:
4 ds2 “ Q
1
x
dx2 `Qpe21 ` e22q ` xQ1e23 (182)
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We can write the line element as ds2 “
3ř
i“0
E2i , where the vierbein Ei is given by
E0 “ 1
2
c
Q1
x
dx, E1 “ 1
2
a
Qe1, E2 “ 1
2
a
Qe2, E3 “ 1
2
a
xQ1 e3 (183)
The vierbein (183) satisfies Cartan’s equations
dEi `
3ÿ
j“0
ωij ^ Ej “ 0, (184)
where the connection ω represented by the skew-symmetric matrix ωij “ ´ωji is as follows:
ω01 “ ´
?
xQ1
Q
E1, ω02 “ ´
?
xQ1
Q
E2, ω03 “ ´2p
?
xQ1q1
Q1
E3 (185)
ω12 “ ´
` 2?
xQ1
´
?
xQ1
Q
˘
E3, ω13 “
?
xQ1
Q
E2, ω23 “
?
xQ1
Q
E1
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